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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

PCBs on consumer electronic devices are jam-packed with a lot of functioning subsystems. Some of these 
products have 4- or 6-layer boards which tend to further cram spacing between traces. An important 
consequence of such dense routing involves critical traces lying close to each other, impacting cross-talk, 
electromagnetic interference (EMI) and radio-frequency interference (RFI/Desense). This report consists 
of simulation results showing a similar scenario that impacts desense, and possible preventive measures.  

 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 

Layout engineers sometimes tend to route two traces, potentially noisy, high speed traces in close 
proximity, without ground separation in between. If any one of these traces travel closer to the antenna, 
the noise could easily couple to the antenna causing desense. An example problem is shown below.  

 

Figure 1. Layout differences demonstrating without and with ground separation between traces 

‘Before’ shows two instances where there are huge vacant gaps in between two sets of traces; ‘After’ 
section shows ground flooding between the high-speed traces. While the above image is an example, for 
simulation, a simplified layout will be used owing to the complexity in involved in simulation a multi-
layered PCB. The simulation setup in the following section.  



III. SIMULATION SETUP 
 

For performing simulations, let us consider a simple PCB as shown. The PCB consists of two traces and 
an inverted-F antenna resonant between 2.2 ~ 2.4 GHz. In figure 1, the labels indicate point to a noisy 
trace and a ‘low-speed trace’. Noisy traces can be a high-speed clock, of the order of a few MHz to a few 
GHz. Typically, such high-speed clocks and data traces can carry a lot of harmonic energy that can fall 
into the antenna’s operating frequency. The low-speed trace could be an I2C trace or a power trace which 
could be carrying signals operating at a few kHz which do not usually carry significant harmonic energy 
in hundreds or thousands of MHz, and hence, are of minimal impact to the antenna by themselves.  

 

Figure 2. PCB for simulation experiments with parts labelled 

For our simulation, let’s consider multiple cases as labeled below: 

Case I Traces close to each other, with 0.1mm separation 
Case II Traces separated with ground in between, with a ground width of 1.3mm 
Case III Traces separated (by 1.3mm) but with no ground in between 
Case IV Without the low speed trace 

 

     

Figure 3a, Figure 2b: Indicates Case I and Case II  



   

Figure 4a, Figure 3b: Indicates Case III and Case IV 

 

While Case I and Case II are quite straight-forward, with traces close to each other vs ground in between, 
case III is a very common occurrence and thus it becomes an interesting case to study while case IV is 
very helpful in understanding cases I-III.   

To observe the impact, the assigned to the traces are as shown below. The isolation between port 1 and 5 
gives us the impact of coupling, where port 5 is the antenna resonance. To understand the phenomenon 
better, the E-fields and H-fields will also be looked at.  

 

Figure 5. Port assignment: Port 1-2, port 3-4 are the two traces, port 5 is the antenna 

 

IV. RESULTS 
 

The S-parameters (return loss and isolation) are computed between the port 1 (high-speed trace) and port 
5 (antenna port), and are shown below in Figure 6. Clearly, between case I and case II, the difference in 
isolation is quite obvious. There’s a 7-dB improvement by adding about 1.3mm ground in between the 
two traces, proving that fact that the fringing fields have ground return path adjacent to them, just like an 
ideal microstrip or coplanar waveguide. Instead of an adjacent ground path, if there’s a trace close by, a 



non-trivial fraction of the return currents can flow through the low-speed trace, propagating the noise to 
the antenna.  

 

 

Figure 6. S-parameter results shown for all 4 cases of simulation. Port 1 is the noisy trace’s return loss, Port 5 is the antenna port.  

The more interesting part seems to be Case III and Case IV. Clearly, these cases are where the worst-case 
isolation is observed between the noisy trace and the antenna. Also, from Figure 1, it is understood that 
Case III is a common practice among layout engineers, unless caught and corrected.  

To understand why the antenna sees worst case isolation from the noisy trace in cases III and IV, the fields 
are observed as shown in figure 7. Unlike cases I and II, the noisy trace does not see a flooded ground 
place close by. One side of the noisy trace sees about 1.3mm of the dielectric substrate before encountering 
the nearest metal in case III, whereas there’s additional lack of metal/ground in case IV. Thus, a pattern is 
generated – the further away the nearest ground from the traces, the farther is the fringing and thus the 
isolation gets worse. Recalling the radiation mode of a patch antenna makes it easier to understand this 
phenomenon. In a patch antenna, the fields that fringe along the edges of the patch due to voltage build 



up tend to add up in phase, giving rise to a directional main lobe, radiating outwards [1]. A similar behavior 
is seen here – farther the fields fringe away, greater is the radiation efficiency and smaller is the isolation. 
This also explains the why case IV displays 1dB worse isolation compared to case III, since in case IV, 
the nearest path to ground is relatively farther away compared to case III. Case IV also indicates that, this 
fringing phenomenon dominates even in the absence of a trace to couple.  

Figure 7 enhances our understanding of phenomenon discussed above. Case III and IV clearly stands out 
from the Case I and II, showing that the both tangential and normal components of E-field are responsible 
for this degradation in isolation. 

 

Figure 7. Normal and tangential components of E-fields for understanding the isolation behavior. 



On careful observation, it can be noted that the tangential component of the field is concentrated in the 
area where the metal is absent, in cases III and IV. The fringing fields happen to see more dielectric than 
in cases I and II, which gets captured by the E-field sensitive area of the inverted F-antenna. In other 
words, the absence of ground or trace, makes it look like a solid block of dielectric where tangential E-
fields are non-zero, unlike in the case of metals where tangential E-fields cannot exist [2]. It would be 
worthwhile to recall that the microstrip patch antenna is also an E-field dominant radiator, further 
supporting our understanding. Additionally, cases III and IV also shows the antenna sensitive to normal 
components, indicating an outward radiation from the microstrip trace. The field analysis also goes to 
show that in case I, this outward mode of radiation occurring due to the normal component gets picked up 
by the low speed trace which in-turn gets picked up by the antenna (tiny field magnitude at the antenna).  

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

The study helps in understanding the impact of common layout practices and also in identifying the best 
and the worst-case scenarios. An effort was made to understand the advantage of having even a tiny sliver 
of ground around high-speed traces which can potentially can improve isolation by more than 10dB.  
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